Maths:

English:

Science:

Division:

Finding Tales: Monstersaurus by Clare

Uses of everyday materials:

Recall and use division facts for 2, 5 and 10 times table

Freedman.

Asking simple questions and recognising that they can be

Calculate mathematical statements for division within

answered in different ways

the multiplication tables and write them using the

Instructions: How to make a monster, how

correct symbols.

to make a potion.

Solve problems involving division using a range of
different materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental

Handwriting: Penpals – looking at

methods and facts including problems in context.

developing presentation skills and joins.

-Observing closely, using simple equipment
-Performing simple tests
identifying and classifying
using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to

Show and understand that multiplication of two

questions

numbers can be done in any order but that division of

-Gathering and recording data to help in answering questions.

one number by another cannot.

-Find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some

Fractions

materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and

Recognise, find, name and write fractions
and

,

of a length, shape, set of objects or quantity

Write simple fractions, for example
recognise the equivalence of

stretching

,

of 6 = 3 and

Jigsaw/PHSE:

Jigsaw Puzzle Piece 3: Dreams and Goals
Using different textures to create different pieces of art linked

and

Key Dates:

to our heavy focus on Science this term.
Year Two – Spring 1

Stay and Learn:

Art and Design:

Music: Using Charanga Scheme
-Use their voices expressively by singing songs and speaking
chants and rhymes.

Friday 17

th

January 2019-8.50-9.10

-Play tuned and un-tuned instruments musically.

Friday 7th February 2019- 8.50- 10.30- Science

-Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of

Experiment Stay and Learn

high-quality live and recorded music.

Wednesday 12th February- Parents evening
Thursday 13

th

Muck, Mess and Mixtures!

February- Parents evening

PE:
2L will be having a basketball coach on a Thursday afternoon
for the duration of Spring 1 and other children will be taking
part in Tag Rugby so please ensure they have outdoor PE kits
in school.
The children will be taking part in Gym, Tag Rugby and
Basketball across the year group.

RE:

Computing:

Religion: How special is the relationship
Jews have with God.

We are photographers- The children will be learning to

Theme: Who do I believe I am? Does it

review photos online, practise using a camera, take photos to

feel special to belong?

fit a given theme, edit their photos, and then select their best
images to include in a shared folder.

